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Abstract
This paper presents a purely pragmatic account of quotation and argues that it is able to accommodate all relevant linguistic phenomena. Given that it is more parsimonious to explain the data only by reference to pragmatic principles than to explain them by reference to both pragmatic and semantic principles, as is common in the literature, I conclude that the account of quotation I  present is to be preferred to the more standard accounts. Alternative theories of quotation are treated in an intellectually honest way.
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Introduction
	This paper presents a purely pragmatic account of quotation and argues that it is able to accommodate all relevant linguistic phenomena I assume that this paper, which is an exercise in radical pragmatics, draws much from Recanati’s ideas and pushes them to extreme consequences.
. Given that it is more parsimonious to explain the data only by reference to pragmatic principles than to explain them by reference to both pragmatic and semantic principles, as is common in the literature, I conclude that the account of quotation I present is to be preferred to the more standard accounts. Alternative theories of quotation are discussed in a critical way. 
	My paper has the following structure. In section 1, I address, in a general way, the problems which a pragmatic theory of quotation must tackle: the asymmetry between written and oral language; the possibility of quoting a sentence originally uttered in a different language; the fact that in the oral language there is nothing that can be demonstrated through a demonstrative pronominal; the fact that we can  master the practice of quotation in languages different from our own; and the fact that we can learn the quotation practice without formal instruction.
	In section 2, I discuss the standard theories of quotation (including some old ones like the demonstrative theory) and after discussion of the disadvantages of these theories, I focus on Recanati’s theory, which opens the way to a radical pragmatic perspective. I also consider mixed quotation and propose that pragmatic intrusion can happily deal with it. In section 3.1, I connect the discussion of quotation with the discussion of cancellability of explicatures. In section 3.2, I discuss certain differences between Saka’s view and my own, which depend on my focus on  interpretation problems. In section 3.3, I deal with camouflaged quotations and I argue that they can be dealt with in terms of pragmatic intrusion.  In section 3.4, I address a crucial problem posed by Predelli (2003) to a radical pragmatic theory of quotation.



